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Abstract—This paper presents an energy management ap-
proach for a hybrid energy system comprised of a photo-
voltaic (PV) array and a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC). A single storage device, i.e., a Li-ion battery module, is
used in the proposed structure. Linear proportional-integral (PI)
and nonlinear flatness-based controllers for dc bus stabilization
for power plants are compared. To verify the control approaches,
a hardware system is realized with analog circuits for the PV, FC,
and battery current control loops (inner controller loops) and with
numerical calculation (dSPACE) for the external energy control
loops. Experimental results with small-scale devices [namely, a PV
array (800 W, 31 A), a PEMFC (1200 W, 46 A), and a Li-ion
battery module (11.6 Ah, 24 V)] illustrate the excellent energy
management scheme during load cycles, and the nonlinear differ-
ential flatness-based control was determined to provide improved
dc bus regulation relative to a classical linear PI control method.

Index Terms—Flatness control, fuel cells (FCs), Li-ion battery,
nonlinear system, photovoltaic (PV).

I. INTRODUCTION

TO FACE the reduced use of fossil fuel resources and the
rise of the demand for electricity, renewable power gen-

eration approaches have attracted considerable attention. After
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a long period of development, photovoltaic (PV) generators
appear to be the most promising candidates. According to the
motivation policies in many countries to help PV development
and considering the reduction of the costs, expansion of PV
systems is expected to continue in the near future [1].

However, the power output of PV generators is not reliable.
For example, the power output of PV generators is not available
during cloudy conditions or during the night. Other renewable
sources, such as fuel cells (FCs), may be more reliable than
PV generators but have economic issues [2]. As a result, two
or more renewable-energy sources are required to guarantee a
reliable and cost-effective power solution. Such a combination
of different types of energy sources into a system is known as a
hybrid power system [3], [4].

For autonomous network applications, an energy storage
device is compulsory. Modern Li-ion batteries are increasingly
being used in high-power applications [5], [6]. In this paper, a
Li-ion battery module is considered as an energy storage in a
proposed solar/hydrogen power plant.

Control, stability, and optimization of distributed genera-
tion systems remain an essential area of research. This paper
presents a performance comparison between a classical linear
control and a differential flatness-based control for dc grid sta-
bilization of a hydrogen/solar hybrid power source with a Li-ion
battery energy storage device. The results of this study will pro-
vide an important contribution to the field of power electronics
applications. In Section II, the PV, FC, and battery converter
structures of multisegment power converters are presented in
detail, including a mathematical model of the power plant that
includes such power converters. The control laws based on
the linear proportional-integral (PI) control and the differential
flatness property in Section III will be explained in detail. The
experimental results revealed the system performances of the
linear and nonlinear control laws. The summary and conclusion
are presented in Section IV.

II. HYBRID POWER PLANT

A. System Configuration Studied

The proposed power converters structure of a renewable
hybrid power plant is portrayed in Fig. 1. The battery converter
has four-phase parallel bidirectional converters (two-quadrant
converters), and the PV and FC converters have four-phase
parallel boost converters.



Fig. 1. Proposed power converter structure of a power plant supplied by a PV,
an FC, and a Li-ion battery.

For optimization of the power converters, these converters
are connected in parallel using an interleaved switching tech-
nique. An interleaved system can realize savings in filtration
and energy storage requirements, resulting in greatly improved
power conversion densities without sacrificing efficiency [7].

For reasons of safety and dynamics, the PV, FC, and battery
converters are generally regulated principally by inner current
regulation loops based on the classical cascade control structure
[8], [9]. The dynamics of inner control loops are much faster
than those of outer control loops, which are described shortly.
Consequently, the PV current iPV, the FC current iFC, and the
battery current iBat are estimated to track completely their set-
points of iPVREF, iFCREF, and iBatREF, respectively.

B. Model of the Power Plant

We estimate that the PV, FC, and battery currents track
their set-point values perfectly. Thus, the inner control loops
of the PV, FC, and battery powers can be estimated as a unity
gain. The PV power set-point pPVREF, the FC power set-point
pFCREF, and the batter power set-point pBatREF are

pPVREF = pPV = vPV · iPV (1)
pFCREF = pFC = vFC · iFC (2)
pBatREF = pBat = vBat · iBat. (3)

Hence, the dc bus capacitive energy yBus can be written as

yBus =
1

2
CBusv

2
Bus. (4)

We suppose that there are only static losses in these con-
verters, in which rPV, rFC, and rBat represent the only static
losses in the PV, the FC, and the battery converters, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1, the derivative of the dc bus capacitive
energy yBus is given versus pPVo, pFCo, pBato, and pLoad by
the following differential equation:

ẏBus = pPVo + pFCo + pBato − pLoad (5)

where

pPVo = pPV − rPV

(
pPV

vPV

)2

(6)

pFCo = pFC − rFC

(
pFC
vFC

)2

(7)

pBato = pBat − rBat

(
pBat

vBat

)2

(8)

pLoad = vBus · iLoad =

√
2yBus

CBus
· iLoad. (9)

III. ENERGY MANAGEMENT

In the studied system shown in Fig. 1, there are two voltage
variables, or two energy variables, to be controlled.

1) First, the dc bus energy yBus is the most significant
variable.

2) Second, the battery energy capacity QBat is the next most
important.

Thus, based on the recent works [10], exploitation of an en-
ergy storage device, which represents the fastest energy source
in the studied system, is proposed to deliver the energy for the
dc bus. Thus, the PV and FC provide energy for the battery cells
to keep them charged, so that the battery is operated as the high-
est dynamic power source to supply the microcycles and the
fast dynamic power supply. The FC generator functions as the
lowest dynamic power source. The FC current or power slope
must be limited to avoid the fuel starvation phenomenon [10].
The FC limited power slope was experimentally determined to
be the highest slope of an operating FC system, where no fuel
starvation occurs to improve its lifetime [10].

A. DC Bus Stabilization

The performance comparison between a classical linear con-
trol and a nonlinear control based on a differential flatness
approach for dc link regulation of a hybrid power plant is
presented as follows.

1) Linear Control: First, the classic linear control approach
presented in [10] was studied on the power plant. A dc bus
capacitive energy set-point was defined by yBusREF(= yREF).
A PI control algorithm is given by

pBatREF = KP (yBusREF − yBus)+KI

t∫
0

(yBusREF − yBus) dτ

(10)

where KI and KP are the controller parameters.



Fig. 2. DC bus energy stabilization based on linear PI control.

Fig. 3. DC bus energy stabilization based on differential flatness approach.

Because the inner battery current loop is much faster than the
external dc bus energy control [such that it can be estimated as a
pure unity gain; refer to (5)], the open-loop transfer function as-
sociated with the dc bus energy stabilization can be expressed as

yBus(s)

yBusREF(s)
=

PI−Controller︷ ︸︸ ︷(
KP +

KI

s

)
·

EBus/pBat︷︸︸︷
1

s
·

pBat/pBatREF︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

Tps+ 1
(11)

where Tp is the time constant of an equivalent first-order
function of the inner battery power control loop. The PI
controller generates a battery power reference pBatREF, as
presented in Fig. 2. This signal is divided by the measured
battery voltage vBat, which yields battery current reference
iBatREF for the inner control loop.

2) Nonlinear Differential Flatness Control [11]–[13]: Sec-
ond, the flat output y, control variable u, and state variable x
are defined as follows:

y = yBus u = pBat x = vBus. (12)

From (4), the state variables x can be expressed as

x =

√
2y

CBus
= ϕ(y). (13)

From (5), the control variables u can be estimated from the
flat output y and its time derivatives

u=2pBatMax

⎡
⎢⎣1−

√√√√√1−

⎛
⎝ẏ+

√
2y

CBus
· iLoad−pPVo−pFCo

pBatMax

⎞
⎠
⎤
⎥⎦

=ψ(y, ẏ) = pBatREF (14)

where

pBatMax =
v2Bat

4rBat
. (15)

In this case, pBatMax is the limited maximum power of the
battery source.

Thus, it is clear that x = ϕ(y) and u = ψ(y, ẏ); conse-
quently, the proposed reduced order system can be estimated
as a differential flatness system [12]–[15].

A feedback control law that performs exponential asymptotic
tracking is defined by [16]–[18]

(ẏ−ẏREF)+K11(y−yREF)+K12

∫
(y−yREF) dτ=0 (16)

where the controller parameters (K11,K12) are chosen as the
roots of the closed-loop characteristic polynomial.

The studied nonlinear control law of the dc bus regulation is
portrayed in Fig. 3; it is similar to the classical linear control
law. The key difference between the classical linear control
and the differential flatness control is that the inverse dynamic
term, known as the flatness property, is present in the control
system.

3) Performance Evaluation Between Linear Control and
Nonlinear Control Laws for DC Bus Regulation: To validate
the control methods, the test bench was implemented in the
laboratory (refer to Appendix A). To give a practical com-
parison between the control methods, the parameters of the
linear controller KP and KI were tuned to obtain the best
possible performance. The symmetrical optimum (SO) [19],
[20] is studied. The method has well-established tuning rules
and has a good disturbance rejection. The resulting control
system provides an overshoot of approximately 43%, a settling
time of approximately 16.3 · Tp, and a phase margin (PM) of
30–60◦. In this case, KP = 150 WJ−1, and KI = 5500 (Js)−1,
so that the desired PM was 30◦. If KP = 80 WJ−1 and KI =
1500 W(Js)−1, then the desired PM was 55◦. For the differential
flatness approach, the nonlinear controller gains used were
K11 = 320 rad · s−1 and K12 = 6400 rad2 · s−2, so that the
system damping ratio ζ was equal to 2 and the natural frequency
ωn was equal to 80 rad · s−1.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental results obtained for both con-
trollers during the large load step. The oscilloscope waveforms
show the dc bus voltage dynamics to the load power demanded



Fig. 4. Comparison of the linear PI control law with a flatness-based control
law during a load step.

(disturbance) from 0 to 300 W, whereas the dc bus was loaded
with an electronic load. It shows the following:

1) the dc bus voltage at different controllers;
2) the load power;
3) the battery power at different controllers.

The initial state was the no-load power state, the storage
device was fully charged, and the dc bus voltage reference was
set to 60 V(= vBus); as a result, the FC, PV, and battery powers

were zero. However, to scrutinize the dc bus voltage regulation
by the battery bank, the FC and PV powers are set manually
to zero. At t = 100 ms, the load is stepped to its final level of
300 W. One may observe that, although the dynamic response
of the linear control algorithm could be improved relative
to that shown in the figures, this enhancement comes at the
expense of a reduced stability boundary (increasing overshoot
and oscillation). Thus, the flatness-based control exhibits good
stability and optimum response of the dc bus stabilization.

In conclusion, in the proposed approach, the knowledge
of the dynamic behavior of the system enables generation of
the battery power reference (pBatREF) given by (14). Thus,
if the system is perfectly known, an open-loop control can
be generated by (14). If the reference trajectory is given by
[u = ψ(yREF, ẏREF)], then the control law introduced in (16)
has the objective to compensate modeling errors and ensure
good tracking performances [u = ψ(yREF, ẏ)]. Therefore, in
comparison with a PI controller, the dynamic behavior achieved
via the flatness approach is improved. Indeed, for the PI con-
troller, after disturbances, the control must find the new value
of the power reference at this new operating point without
information given by the relation (14). Thus, with the flatness-
based approach, the convergence via the new operating point is
faster.

B. Charging Li-Ion Battery

To charge the battery, the steady-state power balance (with-
out losses) may be written as

pBat + pLoad =

pTotal︷ ︸︸ ︷
pPV + pFC . (17)

The proposed special control structure for charging the bat-
tery is presented in Fig. 5. The familiar battery SOC estimation
is defined as

SOC(t) = SOCo +
1

QBat

t∫
to

iBat(τ)dτ (18)

where SOCo is the known battery SOC (in percent) at the
time to and QBat is the rated capacity (in ampere hour).
The capacity versus current characteristics of the SAFT Li-ion
battery (model: MP 174865) are illustrated in Fig. 6, which is
also used in the test bench.

The simple method to charge the battery is via the constant
current approach (maximum charging current IBatCH is set to
approximately QBat/2−QBat/5; for a Li-ion battery, it can
be set at IBatCH = QBat) when the SOC is far from the state of
charge reference SOCREF, the use of a reduced current when
the SOC is near SOCREF, and zero when the SOC is equal to
SOCREF.

According to this state of charge algorithm, a proportional
(P) controller is sufficient to generate a battery power demand
pBatDEM. The P-controller gain (K2) can be sized as

K2 =
PBatMax

ΔSOC
(19)



Fig. 5. Battery charging algorithm.

Fig. 6. Typical Li-ion battery cell: capacity versus current at +20 ◦C based
on SAFT Technology (model: MP 174865).

Fig. 7. Battery charging limitation function.

where ΔSOC is the defined band of the battery SOC and
PBatMax is the defined maximum battery power charging. Re-
ferring to Fig. 7, pBatSET = min[pBatREF, pBatLim], in which
pBatLim is generated by vBat × iBatDEM. Thus, iBatDEM is the
charging limitation function (Fig. 7) generated by

iBatDEM = IBatCH ·min

(
1,

VBatMax − vBat

ΔVBat

)
(20)

where VBatMax is the defined maximum battery voltage and
ΔVBus is the defined voltage band.

Therefore, the system generates a total power reference
pTotal. First, pTotal is considered as the PV power. The power
must be limited in level, within an interval of the maximum
of pPVMax (maximum power point tracking MPPTPV [21]–
[24]) and the minimum of pPVMin (set to 0 W). Second, the
difference between the total power reference pTotal and the PV

power reference pPVREF is the FC power. The power must be
limited in level, within an interval of the maximum pFCMax and
the minimum pFCMin (set to 0 W), and limited in dynamics with
respect to the constraints that are associated with the FC [25]–
[29]. Then, to limit the transient FC power, a second-order filter
is used, such that the power demand pFCDEM from MPPTFC is
always limited by

pFCREF(t) = pFCDEM(t) ·
(
1− e−

t
τ1 − t

τ1
e−

t
τ1

)
(21)

where τ1 is the control parameter.

C. System Performance of a Hybrid Power Source Control
Based on the Flatness Control Approach

In this section, the dc bus energy regulation based on the
differential flatness estimation is performed. Fig. 8 presents
the waveforms that are obtained during the long load cycles.
The dc bus voltage reference and the battery SOC reference are
set at 60 V and 100%, respectively. The maximum FC power
PFCMax is set at 500 W for a small-scale test. The experimental
tests were performed by connecting a dc bus voltage of 60 V
loaded by an electronic load. The parameters associated with
the system regulation loops are summarized in Table I.

The load will be varied to emulate the real environment: light
load, overload, and transient transitions. The graph shows the dc
bus voltage, the PV voltage, the FC voltage, the load power, the
battery power, the PV power, the FC power, the battery current,
the battery voltage, and the battery SOC.

It should be noted that the results shown in Fig. 8 are
obtained at a sampling rate of 25 S/s (= 10 000 points
stored or a sampling time of 40 ms). This will limit the
observation of the dc bus voltage perturbations. However,
the dc bus voltage perturbations were clearly visible for
the first case study shown in Fig. 4 since the sampling
rate was 10 kS/s (= 5000 points stored or a sampling time
of 0.1 ms).

In the initial state, the small load power is equal to 100 W, and
the battery is full of charge, i.e., SOC = SOCREF = 100%; as
a result, the PV source supplies power for the load of 100 W
(because, if pPVMax > pPVDEM, then pPVREF = pPVDEM),
and the FC and battery powers are zero.



Fig. 8. Experimental results: power plant response during load cycles.

At t1(= 18 s), the load power steps from 100 W to the
constant power of 700 W. The following observations are
made.

1) The battery supplies most of the transient step load.
2) At the same time, the PV power increases to a maximum

power point (MPP) of approximately 150 W, which is



TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

limited by the maximum power point tracker (MPPT) be-
cause, if pPVMax < pPVDEM, then pPVREF = pPVMax.
Due to a cloudy sky during the test bench validation,
the MPP is only 150 W instead of its rated PV power
of 800 W.

3) Simultaneously, the FC power increases with limited
dynamics to the limited maximum power of 500 W.

4) The input from the battery, which supplies most of the
transient power that is required during the stepped load,
slowly decreases, and the unit remains in a discharge state
after the load step because the steady-state load power
(700 W) is greater than the total power supplied by the
PV and FC.

At t2(= 58 s), the large load power steps from 700 W to
the constant power of 1200 W. The following clarifications are
made.

1) The PV and FC powers are at the maximum power
levels.

2) The battery is deeply discharged to deliver power to the
load power demand.

Subsequently, at t3(= 76 s), the load power steps from 1200
to 350 W, and SOCREF(= 100%) > SOC(= 95%). As a result,
the battery changes its state from discharging to charging,
demonstrating the three phases.

1) First, the PV still supplies its limited maximum power.
The FC power is intelligently reduced for driving the load
and for charging the battery.

2) Second, at t4(= 215 s, SOC = 99%), the battery is nearly
charged at 100%, which subsequently reduces the charg-
ing power. As a result, the FC power is reduced.

3) Third, at t5(= 260 s, SOC = 100%), the battery is fully
charged. As a result, only the PV and FC generators
supply power for the load of 350 W. The battery power
is zero.

One can observe that the power plant is always energy bal-
anced (pLoad = pPV + pFC + pBat) when using the proposed
original control algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION

The primary objectives of this paper were to study the dc
bus stabilization based on either linear or nonlinear control

Fig. 9. Photograph of the experimental setup in the laboratory (Renewable
Energy Research Centre, KMUTNB).

approach for the Li-ion battery storage device coupled to a
renewable-energy power plant and to study how to charge
the Li-ion battery using the special control algorithm. The
nonlinear differential flatness approach of a hydrogen/solar
power plant of the load rejection transient offers superior dc
link regulation. Nevertheless, the classical PI controller, being
a current standard industrial controller solution, will continue to
be compared to various new control algorithms that will emerge
in the future.

For the classical linear control, there is no load current
measurement. Conversely, the nonlinear flatness-based control
requires a load current measurement to estimate the load power
to obtain the differential flatness property. For future works, a
load observer will be used to avoid the measurement of the load
current; in addition, a loss observer will be used for online real-
time calculation.

APPENDIX

TEST BENCH DESCRIPTION

OF THE POWER PLANT

The prototype test bench of the studied power plant was
implemented in the laboratory, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The
prototype PV converter of 2 kW, the FC converter of 2 kW, and
the battery converter of 4 kW, as demonstrated in Fig. 10 were
realized in the RERC laboratory. The details of the real power
sources and Li-ion battery module are presented in Table II.
Note that the PV array is installed on the roof of the laboratory
building (Fig. 9), so that the solar energy production is directly
from the sun.

The PV, FC, and battery current regulation loops were re-
alized by analog circuits as inner current control loops. The
control algorithms (external control loops), which generate the
current references, were implemented in the real-time card



Fig. 10. Photograph of the implemented power converters.

TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE LI-ION BATTERY AND THE POWER SOURCES

dSPACE DS1104 (as presented in Fig. 9) through the mathe-
matical environment of MATLAB–Simulink.
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